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Abstract

It has been suggested that the dark energy densityρv ∼ 10−12 eV4 in the universe is associated with a metastable (fa
vacuum, while the true vacuum has a vanishing cosmological constant. By including supergravity corrections we sh
this is naturally realized in realistic supersymmetric hybrid inflation models. With a fundamental supersymmetry breaki
∼ TeV, the LSP is not a suitable candidate for cold dark matter. We consider axion physics to overcome this and simult
provide a resolution of the MSSMµ problem.
 2005 Elsevier B.V.
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Recent studies of the cosmic microwave ba
ground radiation[1], Supernovae 1a[2] and large
scale structure[3], taken collectively, present a fairl
compelling case for a dark (vacuum) energy den
ρv ∼ 10−12 eV4. Indeed,ρv is estimated to provide a
most 70% of the critical energy density, with mat
(including baryons and possibly neutrinos) making
the remaining 30% or so. Understanding the origin
ρv poses one of the most fundamental theoretical c
lenges, namely howρv ∼ 10−120M4

P happens to be s
much smaller thanM4

P , whereMP = 2.4× 1018 GeV
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Open access under CC BY license.
denotes the reduced Planck mass. Another rel
problem is to understand howρv and the matter den
sity ρm which, in principle, can be expected to sca
very differently with the universe expansion, are
comparable magnitudes today.

It is conceivable thatρv is associated with a fals
vacuum energy, with the true vacuum possessin
zero cosmological constant[4–6]. In this admittedly
modest approach to the problem, one tries to iden
the origin ofρv and also ensure that the false vacu
is sufficiently long lived. To this we wish to add in th
Letter an important new ingredient, namely inflatio
This would help us explain how the universe got stu
in the false vacuum in the first place.
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The model described below is organized with
the framework of supersymmetric hybrid inflation[7]
which is associated with the breaking of some ga
symmetryG to H0, whereH0 could be the MSSM
gauge group or something larger. A remarkable fea
of these models is that the symmetry breaking scal
G is estimated from the quadrupole anisotropy,δT

T
,

to be of order 1016 GeV, the supersymmetric GU
scale,MGUT. A nice, and perhaps the simplest, e
ample of G is the MSSM gauge symmetry suppl
mented by a gaugedU(1)B–L symmetry[8]. To real-
ize (ρv)

1/4 ∼ 10−3 eV we assume, following[6], that
the fundamental supersymmetry breaking scale in
ture is∼ TeV [9], so that the gravitino massm3/2 ∼
TeV2/MP more or less coincides with(ρv)

1/4. Fur-
thermore, following[6], a new (acceleressence) sec
containing a chiral superfieldχ is introduced, which
communicates with other sectors only via gravity. T
χ sector will be arranged to yield a potential which h
a false (metastable) minimum separated byρv from
the true minimum with zero cosmological constant

We will see that during inflation driven from th
visible sector, taking supergravity corrections into
count, the scalar component ofχ acquires a mass o
order the Hubble constantH , causing it to be trappe
in the false minimum at the origin. If the barrier se
arating the two minima is sufficiently high, the fie
stays stuck in the false vacuum even after inflat
ends. Because the gravitino is ultralight, the MSS
sector does not provide a suitable cold dark ma
(CDM) candidate. Potential CDM candidates inclu
stable relics from the supersymmetry breaking s
tor [6], or a suitable pseudogoldstone boson[10], and
finally axions that we shall shortly discuss.

The model consists of three components nam
the visible sector, a strongly coupled supersymme
breaking hidden sector, and the acceleressence s
which we will refer to asG,T andχ sectors, respec
tively. The G sector, as we shall see, consists of
MSSM superfields and additional ones used to
plement inflation and the axion mechanism. We
not need to specify the details of the supersymm
try breaking sector except to note that it contain
(possibly composite) chiral fieldT , whose auxiliary
component has a vev〈FT 〉 ∼ TeV2. TheT sector com-
municates via gauge interactions with the visible s
tor, so that the supersymmetric partners of the kno
(SM) particles can acquire masses in the range ofM
Z
r

to TeV. Theχ sector, following[6], allows us to relate
the observed vacuum energy density to a false vac
energy density. As stated before, this sector cons
of a chiral superfieldχ which communicates with th
two sectorsG andT only via gravity. With the super
potential

(1)Wacc= σ

3
χ3,

and including soft supersymmetry breaking terms,
χ potential takes the form

(2)Vacc= σ 2|χ |4 − (
Aχ3 + h.c.

) + m2|χ |2 + V1,

whereσ,A can be made real and positive by prop
phase rotations of the fields. Here, bothA andm are
of order 10−3 eV, andV1 is adjusted to make the tot
energy density vanish at the absolute minimum wh

lies atχ = 3A+
√

9A2−8σ 2m2

4σ2 for 9A2 > 8σ 2m2. Note
that Vacc also has a local (false) minimum atχ = 0
which is separated from the true minimum byρv . It is
possible to make the lifetime of this metastable s
(much) greater than the age of the universe. The d
energy conundrum could be explained if the fieldχ

is trapped at the origin rather than in the true mi
mum. We will show that supersymmetric hybrid i
flation provides a natural mechanism to drive theχ

field to the false minimum thereby realizing the acc
eressence scenario.

TheG sector contains the superpotential respo
ble for the simplest model of hybrid inflation[7,11]

(3)Winf = κS
[
φφ̄ − M2],

where φ, φ̄ denote a conjugate pair of non-G sin-
glet superfields,S is a gauge singlet superfield and
U(1)R symmetry is imposed under whichS → eiαS,
φφ̄ → φφ̄, andWinf → eiαWinf . The parametersκ and
M can be made real and positive by field redefinitio
In the unbroken supersymmetric limit, vanishing of t
F - andD-terms imply that the supersymmetric va
uum corresponds to〈S〉 = 0, |〈φ̄〉| = |〈φ〉| ≡ M . To
realize inflation,S is displaced from its present da
location to values that exceedM . The appearance o
a vacuum energy density of orderκ2M4 induces ra-
diative corrections to the tree level potential, with t
result that δT

T
∝ ( M

MP
)2 [7,11]. Thus,M is of order

1016 GeV, the supersymmetric GUT scale[7]. The
scalar spectral index in this class of models is e
mated to ben = 0.99± 0.01 [7,11].
s
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Let us now include supergravity corrections th
link the inflaton and theχ sector. The supergravit
corrections coming from supersymmetry breaking
the strongly-coupled sector are small during inflat
and would only play a significant role near the end
inflation, by which time theχ field is trapped in the
false minimum. Assuming minimal supergravity, t
scalar potential corresponding to a superpotentiaW

and Kähler potentialK is given by[12]

V = exp

(
K

M2
P

)[(
Wi + KiW

M2
P

)
K−1

ij∗

(4)×
(

W ∗
j∗ + Kj∗W ∗

M2
P

)
− 3

|W |2
M2

P

]
,

whereKi = ∂iK , Wi = ∂iW , K−1
ij∗ is the inverse of the

Kähler metric and the indicesi, j run through all chiral
fields.

We can parametrize, without explicit details of t
supersymmetry breaking sector, the supergravity
diated supersymmetry breaking effects on the vis
andχ sector by explicitly including a constant ter
W0 in the superpotential. The presence ofW0 ensures
the cancellation of the cosmological constant, so
the vacuum energy at the global minimum is ze
The size of supersymmetry breaking in theT sec-
tor implies thatW0 	 m3/2M

2
P ∼ O(TeV2)MP and

〈WiK
−1
ij∗ W ∗

j∗〉 ∼ O(TeV4) to leading order in 1/MP

(provided there are no Planckian vevs).
With the minimal Kähler potentialK1 = SS† +

φφ† + φ̄φ̄† from the inflationary sector andK2 = χχ†

from the acceleressence sector, the scalar potent
given by (we employ the same notation for superfie
and their corresponding scalar components)

V = exp

(
K1 + K2

M2
P

)[∣∣∣∣κSφ̄ + φ∗ W

M2
P

∣∣∣∣
2

+
∣∣∣∣κSφ + φ̄∗ W

M2
P

∣∣∣∣
2

+
∣∣∣∣κ(

φφ̄ − M2) + S∗ W

M2
P

∣∣∣∣
2

(5)+
∣∣∣∣σχ2 + χ∗ W

M2
P

∣∣∣∣
2

+ · · · − 3
|W |2
M2

P

]
,

whereW = Winf + Wacc+ WMSSM + W0, and the el-
lipsis represent contributions from the MSSM field
With |φ̄| = |φ| along theD-flat direction of the scala
potential, the tadpole term−2κM2m S + h.c. in-
3/2
duces a shift in the vevs[13]:

〈S〉 	 m3/2

κ
,

(6)
∣∣〈φ〉∣∣ = ∣∣〈φ̄〉∣∣ 	 M

(
1− m2

3/2

2κ2M2

)
.

The correspondingF -terms are

(7)FS 	 −m2
3/2

κ
, Fφ = Fφ̄ 	 m3/2M.

The supergravity corrections play an important r
during inflation. Withφ = φ̄ = 0 and |S| > M , the
scalar potential is given by

V 	 κ2M4
[
1+

∣∣∣∣ χ

MP

∣∣∣∣
2]

−
(

σκM2

3MP

S∗

MP

χ3 + h.c.

)

(8)+ σ 2|χ |4,
where only the dominant lower order terms are d
played, and the higher order terms inχ can be safely
ignored for our discussion. Note that during inflatio
theχ field acquires a positive mass squared larger t

H 2 (∼ κ2M4

3M2
P

). The coefficient ofχ3 term, σ√
3

S
MP

H , is

suppressed compared toH , and thereforeχ rapidly
settles at the origin during inflation.

With the end of inflation, the effective potential fo
χ is given by Eq.(2) which can be seen as follow
The soft mass squared termm2

0|χ |2 = am2
3/2|χ |2,

wherea ∼ O(1), arises fromW0 introduced to can
cel the cosmological constant as discussed ea
with m2

3/2 ∼ O(meV2). Terms of O(m3/2)χ
3 do

not follow in the same way because of a canc
lation between contributions fromWχK−1

χχ∗Kχ∗ W ∗
M2

P

and −3|W |2
M2

P

terms. With the minimal Kähler po

tential, given that the inflationary sector conta
the vevs |〈φ〉| = 〈φ̄〉| 	 MGUT, we find the term
O(m3/2(

MGUT
MP

)2)χ3 + h.c. To realize aχ3 term of the
correct magnitude, we include the higher order Käh
term[6]

(9)
∫

d4θ
T + T †

MP

χ†χ,

from which the termAχ3 in Eq. (2) can be gener
ated, whereA ∼ σ FT

MP
∼ σ10−3 eV. As for the quartic

term, it just comes from the usualF -term squared, i.e
W K−1W ∗ . Thus after inflation, theχ sector scala
i ij∗ j∗
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potential takes the form

Vacc= σ 2|χ |4

−
[(

A + O(m3/2)

(
MGUT

MP

)2)
χ3 + h.c.

]

(10)+ m2
0|χ |2 + V1,

which is essentially equivalent to Eq.(2).
The next question we would like to address is t

of dark matter. The superlight gravitino with ma
∼ 10−3 eV is not a suitable dark matter candida
which forces us to look for alternative CDM cand
dates. One plausible candidate would be the lig
est field in the supersymmetry breaking hidden s
tor as one would expect it to have quantum numb
not shared by fields in the other sectors and he
be stable[6]. Another plausible candidate could b
a pseudogoldstone boson such as the majoron, a
ciated with a spontaneously broken globalU(1)B–L

symmetry[10]. We will focus here on axion CDM
introducing aPQ symmetryU(1)PQ [14], since the
associated physics can also be exploited to res
the MSSMµ problem[15,16]. Implementation of this
mechanism turns out to be not entirely straightf
ward.

The axion mechanism is easily implemented
models in which the gravitino mass,m3/2 ∼ TeV. With
the introduction of twoG-singlet superfieldsN, N̄

carrying appropriatePQ andR charges, the superpo
tential termsN2N̄2/MP andN2HuHd/MP can pro-
vide (Hu,Hd denote the MSSM Higgs superfields)
vev for the scalar components ofN, N̄ of magnitude
(m3/2MP )1/2, after taking the supersymmetry brea
ing terms (proportional tom3/2) into account. This vev
has the right order of magnitude (∼ 1011 GeV) for
axion dark matter, assuming thatm3/2 ∼ TeV ∼ mN

(mN is the soft mass forN ). The second fieldN̄ is
needed to ensure the invariance of the superpoten
underU(1)PQ. Its vev breaksU(1)R and ensures tha
theR-axion is phenomenologically harmless.

With m3/2 ∼ 10−3 eV in our present case, the abo
scenario cannot be realized in the simple way o
lined above. Furthermore, superpotential terms suc
N2N̄2/MP give rise toF -term contributions
 TeV2,
which can be disastrous for theχ sector, through non
minimal Kähler terms such as

∫
d4θ N†Nχ†χ/M2

P .
We will attempt to implement the axion mechanis
with a singleG-singlet superfieldN , by retaining only
-

Table 1
R and axion (PQ) charge assignments for various superfields.
have used the convention under which[W ]R = 1. Additionally, the
fields Q, L, Ec , Uc andDc are odd under aZ2 matter parity to
eliminate rapid proton decay

Field S φ φ̄ Hu,d Q Uc Dc L Ec N χ

R 1 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 1/2 0 0 1/3
PQ 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 0

the superpotential term

(11)WPQ = λ
N2HuHd

MP

,

and lettingmN , the coefficient of the mass term ass
ciated with the real component ofN , also called the
saxion, be a free parameter to be determined from
consistency requirements. Namely, that theµ problem
is resolved with aN vev of order 1011 GeV in order
to generate axion dark matter[15], and that there ar
no cosmological problems associated with theN field.
How mN acquires the desired mass scale require
more complete analysis of supersymmetry break
which is beyond the scope of this Letter. The cosm
logical evolution of the saxion field turns out to b
somewhat non-trivial. TheR and PQ charges of the
various superfields are listed inTable 1.

The potential responsible for breaking the ax
symmetry is taken to be

(12)VPQ 	 −m2
N |N |2 + λ2

(
MW

MP

)2

|N |4 + V2,

where a negative mass squared term for theN field
may, for instance, be induced via radiative corr
tions [16]. The second term follows from the s
perpotential in Eq.(11) after electroweak symme
try breaking. A constant termV2 has been include
to set VPQ to zero at the true minimum. Requi
ing fa = |〈N〉| ∼ 1011 GeV [17] yields1 mN ∼ λ ×
10−5 GeV ∼ 10−7 GeV, with λ ∼ 10−2 so that the
µ term ∼ 100 GeV. The saxion mass then is also

1 This can be achieved, for instance, by arranging a cancella
between the contribution from the Higgs-mediated supersym
try breaking via the Higgs soft terms (as required by electrow
symmetry breaking) and the contribution from an effective con
interaction ofN with the hidden sector arising from integrating o
a messenger field of mass∼ 1010 GeV. We thank the referee fo
raising this point.
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this magnitude. Since we have a very light and c
sequently a long lived (essentially stable) scalar
should ensure that no cosmological difficulties ar
as a consequence. Note that in Eq.(12) we could in-
troduce an additional quartic termγ |N |4, with γ ∼
10−38. This latter coupling, whose origin like that o
mN we will not discuss here, will be useful in cosmo
ogy. The values formN andγ proposed here sugge
the presence of heavy fields that link theN superfields
with the supersymmetry breaking sector.

In contrast to theχ field that remains trapped at th
origin both during and after inflation, the saxion fie
must reach its minimum to implement proper break
of theU(1) axion symmetry. In principle, it could sta
at the origin during inflation. However, axion mode
are often plagued by the domain wall problem[18] and
we prefer to circumvent this by lettingN roll away
from the origin during inflation. This can be accom
plished by introducing suitable non-minimal Kähl
potential terms. Consider, for instance, the Kähler
tential

(13)K1 + κ1
NN†SS†

M2
P

,

so that, during inflation, the relevant potential invo
ing theN field is given by

VPQ,inf 	 −(
3βH 2 + m2

N

)|N |2

+
[

3

2

(
1+ 2β + 2β2) H 2

M2
P

+ γ

]
|N |4

(14)+ 3β2 H 2

M2
P

|N |2|S|2 + · · · ,

whereβ = (κ1 − 1) > 0. Forβ � 10−1, the fieldN is
rapidly driven to

√
βMP . Note that the induced mas

squared term forS is suppressed relative toH 2 by
a factor ofβ3, so that the inflationary scenario d
scribed earlier remains intact. As the Hubble induc
mass drops belowmN after reheat, which happens a
temperature of order 105 GeV, theN field moves, be-
cause of the quartic termγ |N |4, to a new minimum
at around 1013 GeV. A further drop in temperatur
to 102 GeV leads to the appearance of electrow
vevs, in which case the potential in Eq.(12)effectively
takes over, and theN field reaches its true minimum
value of around 1011 GeV. This creates a cosmolo
ical problem since the energy stored in theN field
(∼ λ2 × 1012 GeV4) is comparable to the radiatio
energy density (∼ 108 GeV4) and, withN having a
lifetime that far exceeds the age of the universeN

would become the dominant component in the u
verse.

One mechanism for overcoming this is to invo
an epoch of thermal inflation[19]. We will not pro-
vide any details here since a similar problem was
countered in[20] where the decay of a heavy partic
was employed to dilute sufficiently the saxion ene
density. Of course, the release of entropy also dilu
any pre-existing baryon asymmetry and a mechan
should be found to resolve this problem[21]. Finally,
let us note that in the presence of axions, the gravi
is replaced by the axino, with mass∼ 10−7 eV (for
λ ∼ 10−2), as the LSP. Its contribution to the ener
density of the universe, like the gravitino, is neglig
ble. Cold dark matter comes from axions and poss
also the saxion.

Some remarks about theR-axion are in order here
TheU(1)R symmetry is explicitly broken by the con
stant superpotential termW0. With a superpotentia
W0+W1, whereW1 = Wacc+Winf +WPQ +WMSSM+
Whidden, theR-axion mass is estimated to be[22]

(15)m2
a = 8

f 2
R

W0|〈W1iK
−1
ij∗ Kj∗ − 3W1〉|
M2

P

,

where theR-axion decay constantfR ∼ rirj viv
∗
j ×

〈Kij∗〉, and ri and vi are theR charges and vevs o
the fields, respectively. With the largeR-singlet vev
of |〈φ〉| = |〈φ̄〉| 	 M and hidden sector fields (gene
ically labeledT ) with vevs〈T 〉 ∼ √〈FT 〉 � O(TeV),
we expect that

(16)fR ∼ O(TeV),

(17)
∣∣〈W1iK

−1
ij∗ Kj∗ − 3W1

〉∣∣ ∼ 〈W1iφ〉 ∼ m3/2M
2.

Substituting Eqs.(16) and (17)in Eq. (15), we obtain
anR-axion mass of∼ 10 GeV which is consistent wit
the astrophysical constraints.

In conclusion, we have explored a scenario
which supersymmetric hybrid inflation could play
essential role in understanding the origin of dark
ergy. This idea presumably can be extended to o
successful models of inflation. Even though the t
vacuum has a zero cosmological constant (how
comes about is beyond the scope of this Letter), su
gravity corrections during inflation can trap accel
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) 3.
essence field at the origin, which happens to be a l
(false) minimum. The energy density scale separa
the true vacuum from the false one is arranged to
of order TeV2/MP ∼ 10−3 eV. Because of the low
(∼ TeV) fundamental supersymmetry breaking sca
the MSSM LSP is not a plausible cold dark mat
candidate. There are three potential CDM candida
including axions. It turns out that in addition to the a
ions, the saxion may also be a significant compon
of cold dark matter.
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